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Introduction

2019 – The Most Intense, Rewarding,
Challenging, Yet Victorious Year So Far
2018 has come to a close and WOW, what a year it was.
Looking toward 2019, however, it’s clear that there’s so much
more to come for everyone working with native advertising.
It’s going to be the most intense, rewarding, challenging,
yet victorious year so far.
We’ve asked 39 experts to give us their predictions for the
year to come. You’ll find both bold statements and safe bets
but collectively they’ll give you the best possible foundation
for deciding where you should focus your efforts—whether you
work on the publishing side, at an agency, a platform or a brand.

•

•

The industry will play a more central part in marketing, and
advertisers will fully embrace the discipline, creating more
solid strategies and acting authentically to deliver real value.
Content quality will keep improving, both in terms of
traditional formats and in more innovative formats, such as AI
and VR.

We invite you to go through all the inspiring predictions and
plan what you and your organization should be focusing on.
Whatever route you choose, we can promise that it will be an
exciting one.

Summarizing, here are three trends that we see at the Native
Advertising Institute:

Good luck

•

Technology will play an even bigger role. It will provide us
with more data, insights and tools to elevate content creation,
targeting, distribution and measurement.

Jesper Laursen
Founder and CEO,
Native Advertising Institute
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Ben Young, CEO at Nudge

The year of streamlining
Early adopters aren’t thinking about the
medium as “native,” rather they are focused on the best way for content to be
distributed. Smart marketers are working
hard to get more out of their existing spend
and as brands navigate and look to scale
operations, they need to streamline their
processes.

for the nuances of those pipes. If it’s on my
page - or your page - it doesn’t matter as
long as it drives business outcomes.
Identifying if it is shifting the needle and
driving efficiency remains a top priority for
brands, as it is across the macro landscape. Expect more initiatives here proving
out the value.

This means less spray and pray on content
partnerships and, instead, awarding more
business to the strongest pitches (which
we are seeing already). On the plus side,
this means deeper relationships with those
that provide transparent, quality and relationship- driven partnerships.

AI is a given for value enhancing of existing
technology. Blockchain is already embraced as a mechanism in RTB specifications. However, from the industry, I think
we’ll continue to see innovations in video
and content delivery.

In tandem, through 2018 we have seen stories about native diminishing, as the conversation shifts to content and ROI. Native
is the pipes for delivery, content is created

As the consumer focuses more and more
on both privacy and respect, it will fuel
demand for smart, thoughtful content delivered natively.
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39 Predictions for Native Advertising 2019

a

Carla Johnson, International Keynote Speaker,
Author and Storyteller

Connected stories that
create a bigger experience
The trend I see around the corner for
native advertising in 2019 is to tell connected stories that create a bigger experience.
The Italian energy company Eni is an excellent example. They’ve created a past,
5
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present and future story about the impact
of their work on the Green River Project in
Nigeria. This example not only captivates
audiences and raises the awareness of
the sustainability of Eni’s work, but it also
creates a more positive perception of the
energy industry in general.

a

David Osman, CEO at Storygize

New advertising
channels will emerge
Marketers have begun to understand the
importance of producing content to build
awareness and differentiation in today’s
digital arena. Investments in content
creation will continue, but two common
problems will remain: (1) getting the right
content in front of the right audience at the
right time and place and (2) driving a measurable impact on sales revenue.
Facebook and Instagram will continue to
get the lion’s share of native advertising
spend; however, costs will continue to
rise. Many brands have already started to
complain about rising CPMs and acquisition costs, and there is more to come.
Decreases in active monthly users, shifts in
audience demographics and ad saturation
6
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will continue to push this trend. New advertising channels will emerge. In addition to
digital audio and TV entering the mix, programmatic native is being recognized as a
logical extension to social media platforms
because it leverages similar in-feed ad formats, extends existing content investments
and provides a range of targeting options.
Another trend is the melding of brand
and direct response campaigns, where
advertisers are looking to drive CPA performance in brand building safe environments. This approach will push some marketers to adopt more mature measurement
models that go beyond click attribution
and provide greater insights into return on
investment and incrementality.
39 Predictions for Native Advertising 2019

a

Jonna Ekman, Marketing Director at KIT Story Engine

Tell every story
with a video
We’ve been talking about video for years
now, not because marketers are necessarily so keen on creating loads of videos, but
because our customers are telling us that
they have a massive craving for the format.
I mean, 85% of our users say they want to
watch more video from brands. Yep, you
read that right: they WANT to watch MORE
video from BRANDS. So why aren’t we giving them what they want?

believe that video has to be an expensive,
complex format that only experts sitting in
a dark room for days can handle. And for
some videos that might still be true. However, to get your users attention today, it’s
much more important to tell the right stories in the right way than to use the most
expensive camera equipment.
So come on all storytellers out there: let’s
make 2019 the year when we start telling
every story with a video!

Well, mostly because many marketers still
7
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a

Graham McDonnell, International Creative
Director at The New York Times

Brands will realise
sustaining attention
is the difficult part
As the world of content gets more and
more saturated, the competition for our attention has never been greater. Consumers
are now very good at gauging if the potential payoff is worth the time they are willing
to put in.

Brands will continue to have a better understanding of the role they play within the
content. It’s important that the viewer sees
themselves as the protagonist of the story
and the brand should be the catalyst that
helps them achieve their goals.

When information is cheap, attention becomes expensive, and I believe 2019 will
be the year that more and more brands
begin to realise that getting attention is not
very difficult, but sustaining it is. And that’s
where the true value lies.

Authenticity will play a huge part in this
and brands will increasingly realise that
when done properly, branded content
should be indistinguishable from native
content it sits around and should have the
same quality, tone and standards that the
audience have come to expect.
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Maibritt Holm, Head of Native Advertising, Aller Media

Strategic partnerships
and purpose-driven
campaigns
One native trend we will, undoubtedly, see
unfold in 2019 is deeper, strategic partnerships between brand and publisher, both of
which are looking to create quality content
over a longer span of time. Working together for a longer period of time is a good way
to benefit from shared resources as well as
aligned objectives. Ultimately, a strategic
partnership will pave the way for a better
true native advertising campaign, whether
it is executed via print, online, social media,
or a combination.
Another trend - most likely the biggest - is
purpose-driven campaigns. It is a known fact
that data is without value unless applied to a
9
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strategy leading to relevant content served
to the right audience. At Aller, we have,
therefore, identified megatrends for 2019,
which are based on what concerns the
Danish women the most. The megatrends including “Pause, please!” – disconnecting
from stressful aspects in life - are based on a
comprehensive data analysis.
This data provides us with a better opportunity to build beneficial stories, which
eventually lead to the publishing of authentic purpose-driven content, where shared
standards and a common strategic goal act
as the starting point for valuable native advertising campaigns in 2019 and beyond.

a

Adrian Michaels, Director of FirstWord Media

A need for more
collaborations
Native advertisers are going to have to learn
to collaborate more. Traditionally publishing
houses and advertising agencies have been
extremely reluctant to cede revenue to outof-house experts. I think they would rather
feed their children to lions.
But this won’t work as native grows and
evolves. Native is a multi-disciplinary ap10
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proach that requires great journalism and
creativity, videography skills, a newsroom
mentality, data science and much more. It
just isn’t feasible for native studios to keep
all that work for themselves and actually
serve their clients properly. It’s a growing
pie and they need to be happy with a
smaller slice, or their clients will give them
no pie at all.
39 Predictions for Native Advertising 2019

a

Lotta Tjulin-Thornqvist, Head of Creative Sales
at Schibsted Brand Studio

Social media, video
and audio will grow
significantly
We still believe in the power of the written
word, so the Swedish market will continue to
grow revenues in native text-articles in 2019.
Although, what we find now is a greater
interest from the reader to interact with the
content. Adding elements like an engaging
Quiz or AR, for example, makes the content
even more interesting and also fun to share!

connect with the followers in a unique way,
getting organic reach as a part of an editorial story.

However, video and audio will grow
significantly in 2019. We will see more
confidence in brands creating not only
traditional commercials for TV and radio,
but real quality content as they shift their
That brings us to social media, which is a
marketing budgets into storytelling. This
big part of future native ads — not only by
enables brands to contribute to a great
the products offered on Facebook, Instauser experience, whatever platform they
gram and by Influencers today but by using choose to be on, making brand messages
social media via publishers. The brand can more relevant to the user.
11
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Carolin Wies, Head of International Business Development at plista

Native programmatic:
Effective monetization
of quality journalism
Native programmatic gives publishers
the opportunity to fully exploit monetization potential with high-quality premium
content. One-sided relationships between
advertisers and publishers are no longer
sustainable – we need complete transparency, quality, and efficiency.

of content as it removes access barriers to
auctions for advertisers, thanks to unified
media buying.

Publishers require visibility in terms of
which platform is marketing their inventory.
This way publishers can control brand
quality and optimize yield. Adapting to native programmatic provides publishers with
the possibility to optimize the monetization

The rising number of interested, valuable
buyers increases the demand for premium
inventory, which, in turn, drives CPMs in
the long term. With native programmatic, publishers gain leverage to shift their
advertising revenue back into the open
network and liberate themselves from the
clutches of walled gardens, while supporting greater transparency and control for
advertisers.

12
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Mickael Ferreira, Co-Founder at Quantum Advertising

Real-time technologies
and artificial intelligence
will empower the industry
In 2019, The rise of real-time technologies
and artificial intelligence will empower the
native advertising industry.

accurate targeting. Growing adoption of
optimization algorithms, semantic targeting
and dynamic content optimization will definitively improve the user experience.

Relying on hybridization, human and technology will simplify the content creation
process using Machine Learning (ML) and
Natural Language Processing (NLP) to produce text and video.

The technology will also bring new interactive experiences to the user. Users don’t
want to be passive anymore. Instead, they
want to interact with brands. Conversational experiences, through chatbots or vocal
Based on data analysis and metrics moniassistant, will start to democratize themtoring, we will be able to create more rele- selves, as augmented reality embodies the
vant content and scale its distribution using link between on and offline.
13
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Cristina Cerullo, Executive Creative Director, Vox Creative
(Vox Media’s branded content practice)

2019 might be
a turning point for
native advertising
In 2019, we’ll start to see publishers put
increasingly more effort into programming
their owned channels in new, interesting
ways. With the rapid rise, and near saturation, of the in-house brand studio, anyone
can create short-form branded video and
pay for views on Facebook.

create and build unique ways to tell stories
that are easy to understand, and more importantly, measure. This year might be a big
turning point for native advertising, and it
will be a great opportunity for creativity.

What won’t go away? Substance. Content
experiences that are meaningful and proPublishers will lean into their ability to house vide context to audiences’ daily lives will
content in a trusted environment and will
continue to reign supreme.
14
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Coskun Tuna, CEO at Seeding Alliance

More technical
innovations
In my opinion, presently, online advertising
is going through an important change. Marketers pass offensive marketing strategies
and use higher quality content to offer their
products. The new content is created for
a special target group and so should the
placement of this advertisements be.
At Seeding Alliance are working on a system, where special keyword lists are created for some ads and are deposit in these.
If one or more of these listed keywords are
found on a publisher’s site the ad will be
displayed. This leads to a more accurate
“Viewer – Ad – Matching”.
15
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I believe that in the future there will be
more technical innovations that will simplify
the keyword inquiry, maybe by the use
of an Artificial Intelligence. Furthermore,
there will be ways to set this technology to
a more semantic level, where a list of keywords won’t be crucial, but a semantic field
of words could be.
The benefits this technique entails are
quite clear: Marketers will have the chance
to reach their customers with special customized content, without violating the new
targeting guidelines.

a

The NAI Media Kit
for 2019

Is Now Available
Regardless of your marketing challenges and needs – from lead
generation to brand awareness and thought leader positioning
– the Native Advertising Institute offers a variety
of media solutions to help you with just that.

SEE MEDIA KIT

Chad Pollitt, VP of Marketing at InPowered

In-house marketing
agencies and CPE
in focus
I see two major trends that shape my
predictions for 2019. The first has been
bubbling up this year and looks like it will be
even bigger next year. That content studios
are building full-fledged in-house marketing
agencies. They’re competing directly with
traditional agencies for talent and business.
I see this manifesting itself next year by a
no- to low- growth 2019 for many agencies
that are impacted by this new reality.

clicks actually engage with the content
post-click. That means 66% of all budgets
are essentially wasted. Advertisers are
tired of the waste associated with online
paid media.

The second trend I see on the horizon next
year is on the programmatic front. Only
one in three programmatic native ad unit

As a result, there’s real pressure on ad tech
companies to move away from bot-prone
clicks and impressions as a pricing model.
Next year I predict that more vendors will
move to a cost per engagement model.
That’s the only way to eliminate waste,
fraud and abuse in programmatic native
advertising.
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Anna Arvidsson, Head of Bonnier News Brand Studio

Audio first
First of all: It’s important that we all take
care of the product native advertising.
Please let it be the premium format that it
is. Don’t waste it on third-party companies
or try to sell it on conversion. Give it love
like you want the readers to do.
Second: Audio FIRST! I believe we will see
more story experiences from brands working with audio. Stop whiteboarding and
create a strategy for audio and act on it.
18
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Third: Work with story building. Help your
client understand that they should use half
of the budget before the campaign and the
rest when it’s running. Listen to your readers and give them the chance to engage
with the campaign and tweak it according
to their needs. Something linear TV or
cinema can never do. We have a unique
position.

a

Julien Mosse, COO at Ligatus Group

A greater consumer
experience through
flexible advertising
We’ve already noticed it, but 2019 will be
the year people finally realize native advertising opens the door to new revenue
channels because of its inherent flexibility.
It’s a format that audiences are already accepting, but we should expect to see more
and more advertisers and publishers use
native outside social media platforms.

user-generated content to more credible
content areas and relevant editorial environments.

For example, advertisers in non-social,
editorial environments are now accommodating programmatic native buying due to
its combination of quality content, reach,
efficiency, and brand safety. The latter
is clearly of great concern, and brands
will move from advertising alongside

Likewise, in-stream video ads will take a
big back seat as users scream for native
out-stream. DCO will become stronger,
and ultimately the standard, as advertisers produce the right creative for the right
time and the right consumer. AI will also
continue to make strides and take native
to a greater efficiency level, but if there’s
one thing to hedge your bet on for 2019,
it’s that native will finally become central
to digital marketing strategies. Meanwhile,
traditional ads will take their last breath.

19
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Ante Franotović, Marketing Director, 24sata d.o.o

Native as an essential
part of the overall
communication strategy
Native takes communication to the next
level. It interacts with consumers, it combines the brand with the real consumer’s
interest and resonates with what’s going
on in the society. It isn’t a kind of media
content where clients are integrated. Native is custom-made for a brand.
In fact, creating a native campaign is a
process of creating a communication
solution. The mental process behind it is
the same as with any other advertising
project, which means that it has to be a
part of the entire communication and creative brand strategy, a part of the whole
brand story.
20
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Key trends in 2019:
• CLIENT: Native will be integrated as an
essential part of the overall communication strategy.
•

PUBLISHER: We’ll see more and more
omni-channel native campaigns. The key
success factor will be using more formats and platforms to tell a strong story
which resonates with the audience.

•

AGENCY: Creative agencies will start
putting content/native at the centre
of their creative strategies, and Media
houses will employ more and more people from creative agencies.

a

Adam Singolda, CEO at Taboola

Feed format,
video and data
Feed format everywhere - especially as the
web is moving to mobile only, especially
in regions such as APAC, EMEA and really
all over the world. I suspect native will
transform the web from some single “native
spots” on the page to an endless amount
of them—a feed construct that never ends,
enabling a consistent native rendering of
things people can interact with.
Video as the main budget growth - Similarly to social networks, I suspect the rest
of the native industry will follow with ad
types evolving from thumbnail/title native
21
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offerings to an in-feed native offering. This
is, again, even more relevant in a mobile
environment where video renders beautifully in a feed.
Data - As we see initiatives such as GDPR
in Europe, data privacy will continue to
be a pressing global issue in the industry.
This will affect all points of advertising,
native included - especially as many native
advertisers are dependent on some sort
of relationship building with the consumer
in a “soft conversion” type of action (via
newsletters, etc).
39 Predictions for Native Advertising 2019

a

Juliane Sydow, Director at Axel Springer Brand Studio

Longer-term partnerships
on the rise
In 2019, the demand for native advertising
in the German publisher market will continue unabated and we witness that budgets for branded content are rising overall.
A lot of marketers do not solely look at
native advertising as just another tactic
but as an integral part of their marketing
mix. This is one more reason that the Axel
Springer Brand Studio wants to continue
shaping the market.

22
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For this, I see the following trends: Expansion of longer-term partnerships between
advertisers and brand studios to create
even more efficient communication solutions for our customers.
More intensive use of data and audience
insights, as well as user targeting solutions,
will play a role as well as the integration
of native advertising with other marketing
disciplines, such as influencer marketing.

a

Fara Warner, Journalist and Digital Marketing Expert

A need for guidelines
My top trends for 2019:
1. A renewed commitment to focusing on
journalism techniques and skills as the
foundation for great native advertising. I was
heartened to hear other speakers at Native
Advertising DAYS 2018 talk about the critical
need to refocus our attention on what makes
native different from other advertising.
2. A need for guidelines (we can’t even
decide what to call what we do i.e. native,
23
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branded, custom) in this industry as it has
grown into a formal mature part of the advertising business.
3. Collaboration over competition. If we are
to succeed in the native advertising industry, there needs to be more collaboration
between publisher studios, ad and media
agencies, and content firms instead of
competition for who “owns” the relationship with the client.
39 Predictions for Native Advertising 2019

a

Rebecca Lieb, Co-Founder and Analyst at Keleido Insights

Mainstreaming of
native advertising
In 2019 we’re going to see the mainstream- rather than a ‘nice to have.’ Marketers and
ing of native advertising.
publishers alike have reached a plateau
of acceptance and understanding of the
Native is already part and parcel of marchannel, which was atypical five, or even
keting plans, becoming a ‘must have’
three years ago.
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Jenifer Berman, Chief Marketing Officer of Insider Inc.

B2B marketers will rethink
content marketing
More and more advertisers are using brand
storytelling to get their message to consumers — and it works. But B2B content
marketing is a different story. It’s mechanical, technical, and robotic.
That’s no longer enough to break through
with today’s consumer.
B2B customers are people, too. And they’re
confronted with thousands of marketing
messages a day. According to a 2018 report
from Nielsen, U.S. adults spend nearly 12
hours a day interacting with and consuming
media, during which they encounter tens of
thousands of messages from brands.
Consumers are overloaded with content
25
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from every angle, and they’re getting better
and better at filtering out messages that
don’t serve them. Transactional messages
don’t resonate. B2B marketers need to refine
their message and appeal to people, not just
“customers” or “prospects.”
There’s no one-size-fits-all approach to
breaking through the daily clutter. But regardless of industry, marketers that can tell
great, authentic stories rooted in journalism
will have a leg up on the competition.
In 2019, I expect to see more B2B advertisers
rethink content marketing, including format,
length, language, and style, to create more
relevant, engaging, well-produced, and
well-distributed content.
39 Predictions for Native Advertising 2019

a

Michael Villaseñor, Executive Creative Director
of Product Experience at Hearst Newspapers

Adaptation of
voice-first storytelling

26
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In 2019, the trend that I see coming to life is
a greater adaptation of voice-first storytelling. In particular, with nearly 90 million users
expected to have devices in their homes
(accounting for multiple users per device),
we’re seeing one of the fastest growing opportunities for new brand storytelling.

brand opportunities to connect with audiences in intriguing ways. An example of
this was the innovative brand story that
Westworld put together for their viewers
that provided an immersive way to live as
a character in this fantasy world all through
audio “choose your own adventure”.

What this requires is that content creators
think beyond the linear fashion of either
written words or video and create dynamic

My prediction is that we’ll see more brands
utilizing smart speakers to connect with new
and existing audiences in innovative ways.

39 Predictions for Native Advertising 2019

a

Melanie Deziel, Brand Storytelling Keynote Speaker
and Founder of StoryFuel

Beneficial, long-term
relationships
As we look to 2019, I hope that brands
will continue to see the value in long-term
content relationships.

If they can stay the course to see those
partnerships through the long-term, they
will certainly see the long-term benefits.
Those brands who get distracted by shiny
Those brands who can find true partners
new objects in the form of formats or social
in brand publishing, and who put in the
platforms will find themselves chasing
time and effort to truly listen to and collab- vanity metrics and short-term goals without
orate with their publishing partners, will
long-term satisfaction and meaningful imbe most successful.
pact on their marketing goals.
27
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Pierre Wingren, Head of Native Advertising
& Programmatic at N365 Group

More relevant results
from native ad activities
I believe that in 2019 we will finally see
more clients demanding deeper and
more relevant results from their native
advertising activities. In the past, too many
campaigns have been evaluated merely on
number of readers and time spent.

or just engaging and relevant traffic is, of
course, up to the client.
For years we’ve been talking about this
and we can now see a trend where more
clients are becoming aware.

There is probably another thing that will exWe will hopefully move away from expenplode in 2019: video and in ad content (IAC).
sive CPC deals during 2019. Good native
By delivering great content, directly in the
advertising must, at least, be measured
feed, we will be able to interact with good
on what kind of relevant content it attracts storytelling directly on ad level. The video
and, more importantly, on client KPIs. In
boom on Facebook will surely move to other
2019 there will be no such thing as a “great channels in the coming year. For non-video
piece” if it’s not delivering on the agreed
campaigns, IAC will be key to engaging with
upon KPIs. Whether it’s sales, B2B leads
the scrollers out there – let’s catch them.
28
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Sign up to get notified
once we open for entries
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www.nativeadvertisinginstitute.com/awards/

Tim Clark, VP, Native Advertising & Audience Amplification at SAP

Authentic storytelling
will be the True North
As the digital content landscape becomes
more cluttered with noise and more difficult to navigate - due to restrictions and
changing regulations - quality, authentic storytelling will be the True North for
brands to follow.

mier vehicle to help amplify this content,
build brand awareness and turn skeptics
into believers. As a result, marketing
budgets will have to accommodate for
more native piloting and experimentation as senior executives ask themselves,
“What is the cost to our business if we
don’t invest more into our native advertising strategy?

As a result, Native Advertising, in all of its
various incarnations, will become the pre30
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Taj Forer, Co-Founder and CEO at Fabl

Brands are taking
increased ownership
1. In-house: Over the past year, we’ve seen
more and more native advertising activities
shifting to in-house brand newsrooms and
studios produced by brands (advertisers),
rather than exclusively being outsourced
to publishers. Sure, there’s still plenty of
activity for publishers, but it seems brands
are taking increased ownership over
tackling such programs themselves, creating in-house content studios or “brand
newsrooms,” building upon existing agency
relationships and relying less on solely
leveraging relationships with publishers
to produce their native advertising campaigns.
I believe we’ll see this trend expand substantially in 2019 because it is imperative
that brands own the direct relationship
31
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with their audiences, and this is difficult to
achieve when solely producing branded
content programs through external publisher relationships.
2. Consolidation: We’re seeing very clear
signs that a significant consolidation of
technology is underway within the branded
content and content marketing space.
Take, for example, the merger between
Skyword and TrackMaven or the Adobe
acquisition of Marketo - big things are happening and the consolidation race is just
getting underway. I believe we will see a
tremendous amount of merger and acquisition activity in the market in 2019, expanding upon what we’ve seen beginning to
rise in the latter part of 2018.

a

Erin McCallion, VP of Marketing at Outbrain

A shift to a community
building strategy
Digital advertising has reached an inflection point. The strategy of ‘clicks equals
results’ has created a noisy experience for
consumers, and the ROI that once existed
for marketers is eroding. In 2019, there will
be a shift to a long-term engagement and
community building strategy for brands.

keters capitalize in a unique way, as the
technology powering the world’s premium
publishers adopt in-feed, mobile-friendly
placements with advanced interest-based
targeting to create a quality discovery and
engagement experience. The value of
inviting your audience to interact with your
brand in 2019 will create the next generation of loyal consumers for years to come.

Native advertising is poised to help mar32
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Dan Rubin, Executive Director at Studio M, Meredith Corporation

2019 will be the
year of “prove it”
Native Advertising is maturing and with this
growth, advertisers will demand a dataand insights-led approach, across all project phases. The data and insights spotlight
will require proof that the right content is
being planned, that the correct optimizations are being administered in flight and
that KPIs are being measured to determine
ultimate success.
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Advertisers already consider disclosure
transparency, high quality content and
brand safety to be cost of entry. 2019 will
be the year of “prove it.” Those that have
the teams, technology, taxonomies, and
expertise to remove any doubt of success
will succeed.

a

Susan Borst, VP, Mobile at IAB

Social continues
to be important
Native advertising on social will continue
to be very important, noting that in the US,
social media advertising revenue was $22.2
billion in 2017, up from just $2.9 billion in
2012 (Source: IAB/PwC Internet Revenue Report.) Social platforms are also an increasingly important part of the shopping equation.
For this reason, I think we’ll start to see
34
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social commerce as a growing part of the
native advertising equation, as brands
are increasingly seeking more performance-oriented outcomes for their ad
spend across the board. The key to success will be to align storytelling - which
is the true aspiration of native - with the
opportunity to sell on the social platform
without alienating the consumer.
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Ben Benrubi, Director of Partnerships at VaynerMedia

More social platforms
will integrate AR
native ad units
Thanks to the user adoption of Pokémon Go
and Snapchat Lenses as well as the launch
of developer platforms ARKit (Apple) and
ARCore (Google), augmented reality (i.e.
AR) is now accessible to the masses. What
initially was a one-hit-wonder novelty, advertising play for brands, is now a medium that
can be tapped for always-on experiences
that truly add value to consumers.

able programmatic media solution. Facebook
rolled out its News Feed AR Ads beta, where
users could launch an animated selfie filter
while seamlessly scrolling through the feed.
All of this has greatly reduced the consumer
barrier to entry for AR.

In 2019, I expect more social platforms to
integrate AR native ad units like Snapchat
and Facebook. Brands will leverage AR ads
In 2017 and 2018, we watched AR production for utility-based experiences to meet their
pioneers like Blippar expand from app-based audiences’ specific needs for information,
campaigns to browser-based activations,
convenience and entertainment. This will
where AR was triggered from a banner ad via include eCommerce, as AR can be an efthe smartphone camera. We saw Snapchat
ficient and creative way to demonstrate a
grow its Sponsored Lens AR ad unit into a vi- product before purchase.
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Sabine Jürges, Senior Creative Manager
Anna Klasen, Senior Campaign Manager at RTLi Brand Studio

Veni, Vidi, Video!
In 2018, we have seen native advertising
growing further and - as many predicted native video has been a large part of that.
Alongside a growing consumption of video
content, we expect the relevance of video
to grow exponentially in native advertising
campaigns in 2019.

this will have an even greater impact on
advertising. To prove this, 2019 will see the
standardization of KPIs like “time on content” and “relevant views” to prove both
the significance and the impact of native
video.
2019 will also see the beginning of native
web series. Bringing content and brands
together through outstanding storytelling,
over months and potentially years, creates
incredible opportunities to improve reach, interaction and - ultimately - brand stickiness.

Companies that excel in video storytelling
and production will be more successful
in reaching large audiences and keeping
users in the content, thus justifying higher
production cost. We strongly believe that
36
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Jesper Bo Bendtsen, Commercial Editor at Jyllands-Posten

True and breaking native
will become widespread
In 2019, I see primarily two trends.

The term ‘breaking native’ will be an extension of the above, where advertisers and
There is no doubt that ‘true native’ will
publishers can provide relevant informabecome more and more widespread as
tion and information at the right time. Who
advertisers dare to take the role of advising could be more relevant to inform about
and disseminating their knowledge, rather how to deal with an autumn storm than an
than promoting their own products and
insurance company - probably the same inexcellence.
surance company the editorial department
would choose to ask.
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Deepak Karnani, Co-Founder & Director
at OneNative Advertising Pvt Ltd

Brands are investing
in dedicated
content strategies
Though in a nascent stage, native advertising is picking up in India. Brands are realizing the value of creating content to engage
with their target group beyond social media.

This is also reflected in the content mix of
leading OTT platforms in India, with most
of them having a strong regional line up to
attract new subscribers.

One of the key trends we see is brands
adopting a regional strategy to connect with
a wider audience base, with content produced in local languages. With more than
60 % share in overall content consumption,
regional languages have surpassed English
in India. This is not something brands can
ignore & we shall definitely see more investments by brands in regional content.

An increasing number of brands are investing in a dedicated content strategy with a
long-term approach toward content marketing by partnering with content studios vs
merely amplifying owned media via content
discovery platforms as a tool to drive conversion. Native video, too, is seeing an upswing, with brands experimenting beyond
the standard buys for video ads.
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David Landes, Content Director at Tale Content

Native will get
bigger and better
Native advertising will get bigger and
better in 2019, moving closer to becoming
the default digital advertising solution for
agencies, brands, and publishers alike.

the additional reader data and new channels
that come with membership will lead to even
more elaborate and targeted campaigns that
really engage specific audiences.

With Facebook under fire, native will become an even more important channel for
brands looking to engage digital audiences. And as search regains prominence for
content discovery, native advertising is a
great way to help populate search results
with relevant links.

Native’s many advantages will also prompt
more content agencies to include a native
component in larger communications campaigns. Having native as part of the mix
so early in the process will result in native
campaigns that are more thought out and
specifically aligned with larger, multi-channel communications strategies. Don’t be
surprised to see some brand studios try to
become full service agencies. But for the
scores of niche publisher studios, expect to
see increased agency collaborations that
benefit all involved.

Digital publishers’ growing affinity for membership schemes will also present new opportunities for native advertising, tailored to
different membership products (newsletters,
events, exclusive content, etc.). What’s more,
39
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Katya Bazilevskaya, Co-Founder & CEO at Setka.io

User experience
must follow suit
In 2019, we’re coming to a tipping point
within content marketing. In such a saturated marketplace, the best brands and publishers churn out top-rate writing as fast as
audiences can consume it. Native advertising now reads like journalism, and only the
most beautiful, quality work - the kind that
delivers real value to readers - rises to the
top of the food chain.

ing experience, enhancing everything from
reader engagement and scroll depth to
brand recall and shareability.

But what happens when content just can’t
get any better? That’s when UX must
follow suit. With thoughtful design, every
post, article, video, and any other kind of
publication has the potential to truly stand
out and deliver a visually branded storytell-

Due to advertising demands, publishers
have long been consumed with garnering
page views, but views alone don’t mean
much anymore. Right now, companies are
more concerned with KPIs like lower bounce
rates, time on page and driving conversions,
which all depend on high performance, mobile-friendly, first-class design experiences.
Great writing is a given, but thanks to the
dizzying array of digital tools, creative solutions and levels of interactivity available to
us today, soon great design will be, too.
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E.J. Bae, Business Director at BBDO Korea Inc.

The industry
needs to prepare
for counteractions
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Native advertising in Asia is growing fast
with the support of programmatic, as it
is growing exponentially and becoming
more personalized than ever. Social media
platforms are leading the way on utilization
of native advertising, as mobile media is becoming the leading format of media in Asia.

As there is growth, there will be resistance.
We will see more complaints from the
viewers who feel exposed by personalized brand content on social media, and
more governments will try to control native
advertising, as it is becoming lucrative
business.

Many advertisers in Asia, who are more
used to advertorial formats, still have a
hard time understanding the fact that some
creative aspects of native advertising are
uncontrollable, but with wit and creativity
from the content creators, it is slowly but
surely fascinating and winning the hearts
of advertisers.

Thus the native advertising industry will
need to prepare for counteractions and
set up institutions, e.g. Native Advertising
Institute, in each country to set standards
among the players to protect the consumers, and also guide content creators and
sponsors in a direction that is building a
mutually beneficial environment.
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Christian Bartels, Commercial Editor

More channels
and platforms
Hopefully, the volume of native advertising will continue to grow in 2019 and more
advertisers will succeed in contributing to
the news flow in an intelligent way. Furthermore, hopefully, professionals within the
PR and communications industry will eye
the opportunities in native advertising.
More people will consider the opportunity to put money behind a worthwhile
story that they tried to sell to a news desk
in vain, or will attempt to coordinate the
marketing efforts with what goes on in PR
and communications, for an even better
orchestrated performance on the relevant
channels and platforms.
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I believe native advertising will find its way
to more channels and platforms, just as we’ll
see new ways of placing the advertiser in
the final product in an intelligent manner.
More advertisers will engage with native
advertising simply because they feel they
have to. It is our responsibility to help
them maintain a high quality of journalistic
storytelling, to safeguard the native format,
and to ensure advertisers get those good
results that the format can truly provide.
Fool me, if the growth won’t continue and
welcome even more readers and further
advertisers.
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Prrincey Roy, Head- Integrated Media Solutions (Times Internet Ltd)

Modern India embracing
native in its true form
The true impact of native is derived when
promotional content blends with editorial
content in a way that creates minimal
visual and cognitive disruption to the usual
consumption patterns of the user, while
at the same time, appealing to them in an
identifiable language.

buoyed by falling smartphone and data
prices. According to a report by Google
and KPMG, 90% of users in India are likely
to communicate in local languages by
2021.

The exponential impact of native will come
when media and technology create opporIn India, which has 22 official languages,
tunities for advertisers to communicate with
advertisers and media are just starting to
these 500 million users in the language
understand that modern India embraces
they speak, providing access to the brands
the vernacular identities that define indiand content they love. Observing the sucviduality. India is witnessing an upsurge of cess of various vernacular startups, I can’t
500 million first-time users from the smaller help but express my excitement at the nacities, towns, and villages coming online
tive revolution that we are all a part of.
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Lon Otremba, CEO at Bidtellect

Further rapid expansion in
scale, data, and analytics
With rapid improvements in scale, data and
analytics, native programmatic will conclusively win the ROAS (Return on Advertisement Spending) showdown with display.

Analytics: The tools now exist to dial up
performance even further, by creating actionable intelligence around user engagement.

Scale: Massive audience reach - given rapid
increases in publishers converting traditional
display placements into native placements
and bringing those placements to open
exchanges, combined with the ability to manage reach and frequency - will bring comparable return on ad spend analysis to the
table, eliminating all doubt about how native
performs compared to other channels.
Data: With big scale comes big data. The
ability to utilize sophisticated AI and machine
learning to optimize performance will further
extend the performance advantage of native.

DCO (Dynamic Creative Optimization)
for native will be utilized at scale and will
prove to be the single biggest factor in
proving the superiority of native versus display. By applying sophisticated decisioning
around the creative elements of ad execution and optimizing the most effective
combination of elements in real time - as
opposed to just optimizing the traditional
ad banner creative - DCO will unleash the
full power of assembling ads natively. With
DCO, native’s reputation of superiority
compared to traditional display will be secured.
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